GLS Faculty of Business Administration (GLSBBA)
GLS University

IMAGINATION 2018
A STATE LEVEL CULFEST

23rd, 24th & 25th SEPTEMBER, 2018
LIST OF EVENTS:

तRANG

(PERFORMING ARTS)

1. नृत्यkala Classical Dance: Solo
2. नृत्यkala Folk Dance: Group
3. जुNoon (Western /Fusion Dance): Solo
4. जुNoon (Western /Fusion Dance): group entry
5. गoonj (Singing)- आlaap (Classical Singing) : individual
6. गoonj (Singing)- फिtoor (Bollywood Singing) : duet
7. गoonj (Singing)- फिtoor (Bollywood Singing) : solo
8. शोr (Band) : Group
9. कुरुkshetra (Jugalbandi) : duet
10. मंch (Theatre) : फकरdaar (Mono-act)
11. मंch (Theatre) : मुखhasya (Silent/Mime Comedy)
12. मंch (Theatre): फकSaa (Skit)
13. हास्यmanch (Stand-Up comedy)
14. नू r (Fashion Show)
15. रुतbaa (Mr. & Ms. Imagination)
16. Acapella
KALAकृफत (FINE ARTS)
17. िेस Painting
18. डूडलing
19. रं गoli
20. टे -too
21. टीशटट Painting
22. ऑन द स्पॉट Painting
23. कollage
24. पोस्टर Making

फिचारDHARA (STORY-TELLING)
25. Just A फिचार (Story in 200-characters)
26. Chitra-फिचार (Storyboard Photography)
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27. RJ ka फिचार (RJ Hunt)
28. Badalte विचार (About-Turn)
29. Tere-Mere विचार (Creative Story Writing)
30. Poetic विचार (Poem Writing)
31. Kavi Ka विचार (Poetry Recitation)

Events are divided into 3 major heads:
1. तRang (Performing Arts)
2. कलाkruti (Fine Arts)
3. विचारdhara (Story-telling)

तRang (Performing Arts)
“Art is the stored honey of the human soul”
Bring your emotions and thoughts to life by using the medium of “expression” or
“अभिvyanjana” to get your message across to the masses. Performing arts
combines all the senses of an audience to give them a 360 degree experience.
Here’s your chance to keep them on the edge of their seat!
1. नत्ृ यlok (Dancing)
“Dancing is like dreaming with your feet.”
Enter the world of synchronised rhythmic movements with this type of
events. There are three categories of events within dance. Here’s a chance
to out your ‘best foot forward’ and make your mark.
a. नत्ृ यkala (Classical/Folk Dance)
“To watch you dance is to hear your heart speak”
This event is a celebration of what India is very famously known for.
This event represents the cultural diversity in our country and how it
unites us in the language to rhythm and synchronisation. Thus it is a
celebration of our value, traditions and age old customs. Join in this
melee of “संस्कruti”. Classical and Folk dance different categories
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within this event so get your “घंghroos” tight and fingers in formations
to rock this!
b. जNoon (Western /Fusion Dance)
“You got that sunshine in your pocket and the good soul in your feet.”
Today’s world has been known for new inventions and innovations
every second. Combining two different styles of dance to create
something magical requires an unbelievable amount of courage and
passion. If you think you have it in you to WOW all of us with your
“कौshal” then register for this event now!
2. गंj (Singing)
“Those who wish to sing… always find a song”
Scientifically singing is basically controlling the vibrations of your voice
box. If can make this incredibly dull statement come to life and move
people just with the power of your voice box vibrations then this is the
place for you! Here’s your chance to be the next Arijit Singh or Shreya
Ghoshal! Come get a taste of rock-stardom!
a. आlaap (Classical Singing)
“Music is speaking a language which all languages fail to express.”
Classical singing has deep roots into our culture as well. A sign of
solemnity and a beautiful way of telling stories in the old days – here’s
your chance to transport us in the time machine of your voices back in
time to those old days. Let’s get ‘classically’ soulful!
b. फिtoor (Bollywood Singing)
“Bollywood songs are the perfect soundtracks for the music videos of
our lives”
Bollywood is such an ingrained part of our lives that we have all grown
up singing the same songs and watching the same movies. Here’s your
chance to pretend at being a playback singer for a Bollywood movie! Let
the ‘फफ़lminess’ begin!
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3. शोor (Band)
“Where words fail, music speaks”
If you believe you and your ‘in-tuned’ friends can steal the spotlight and
enrapture everyone with your music then this is the place for you. Unite
everyone in the universal magic of melody and ‘drum’ up the tempo in your
lives!
4. करुkshetra (Jugalbandi)
This events sole purpose is to bring home the fact that beautiful things can
come from combining two mutually exclusive beautiful things and making
them into a concoction of one beautiful complex thing. Here’s a musical
battlefield- battle out the complexities and combine together to make
something “संdar”!
5. मंch (Theatre)
“All the world’s a stage”
All of us have our little parts to play in the drama of life. Theatre is an age
old method of entertainment, passing on a message or simply
communicating with the masses. Here’s a category of events for those of
you who have the “मंch” bug.
a. फकरdaar (Mono-act)
“One man show”
One is all it takes to bring a change so if you’re that ONE register for
this event now! It takes a lot effort for one person to persuade and move
an entire audience. Register now if you think you have it in you!
b. मखhasya (Silent Comedy)
“Comedy is a serious way of being funny.”
0 words. 1000000 things to convey. Come and learn the real meaning of
scarcity of resources at this event! If you think you can make people roll
around in their seats without uttering a single शabd – this is the place
for you!
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c. फकSaa (Skit)
“All of us have कहाniyaan we want to share!”
All of us have been parts of all kinds of skits ever since we were kids.
Bring the inner theatre artist in you out to the world and dazzle
everyone with your फकSaa telling skills!
6. हास्यmanch (Stand-Up comedy)
“Life literally abounds in comedy if you just look around you.”
Making other people laugh and spreading smiles around is literally a
public service. God knows we all need a little humour to get through the
day. If you believe you can do this selfless public service then this is the
place for you! Tickle some funny bones in a मजेdaar way!
7. नr (Fashion Show)
“Fashion is art and you are the canvas”
The runway is at your mercy! Display you art as budding designers and
models and compile and design your dream fashion show! Here’s your
chance to put together an eye-catching and चमकeela show and fulfil your
fashionistic dreams!
8. रुतbaa (Mr.&Ms. Imagination)
“This is your moment, own it.”
All of you who believe they can change the world this is your chance! Show
your worth in two/three challenging rounds! And let’s decide the first Mr.
and Ms. Imagination!
9. Acapella
“Create music using mediums we had never imagined!”
It is a genre of music consisting of either a singular person or a group who
sings a certain song without music, sometimes creating their own music
with talents like beat-boxing.
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कलाkruti (Fine Arts)
“The artist sees what others only catch a glimpse of”
Bring out the कलाKaar in you with our fine range of fine arts events. Be equipped
with your brushes and paints and crayons to paint the town red! Literally.
a.

िेस Painting
Create cool चेहraa designs with paint on given themes and showcase your
creativity!

b.

डडलing
You can actually compete in something which you spend most of your
lectures doing!

c.

रं गoli
Engage in this riot of colour to create a beautiful design – a tradition which
has been a part of our Indian festival culture and heritage for as long as we
can remember.

d. टे -too
Create your dream tattoo on given theme and exercise your creativity on
human skin!
e.

टीशटट Painting
Design and create a t-shirt you would want to wear!

f.

ऑन द स्पॉट Painting
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Create the uncreated and paint your way to the top. Be armed with your
brushes and a mind brimming of creativity for this event which will keep
you on the edge of your seat just ready to paint!
g.

कollage
Mix and match and create something new! This event is proof that not all art
has to be symmetric and systematic! Little pieces of paper together make a big
piece of art!

h.

पोस्टर Making
Post your thoughts on this blank canvas of a poster and portray it to the
world!

विचारdhara

(Story-telling)

“What are we but our stories?”
Every aspect of our lives is involved with फकSaa telling and thus this category of
events is provided to exercise those skills. All of us have a story inside of us that
needs to be shared, not only through words but through pictures too. Join in the
magic of story-weaving! Let’s find the next JK Rowling!
a. जस्ट अह Vichaar (Story in 200 characters)
Telling a long story is very easy but how easy is it to convey a story in
200 characters or less? If you think you can take up this challenge then
this is the place for you! Tell your फकSaa but in less than 5 words!
b. चचत्र-Vichaar (Storyboard Photography)
A picture is worth a thousand words – all of you with stories to tell
through your cameras. This is the place for you! Lens have some
चचत्रtastic fun!
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c. RJ ka विचार (RJ Hunt)
If you have ever wanted your own talk show this is the place for you!
Here’s a chance to captivate people with just your voice. Entice people
with your words and conquer the world!
d. Badalte विचार (About-Turn)
Every coin has two sides. In a same way every topic can be discussed
either speaking for or against. What if both the points are discussed by
one person itself. This event requires you to be highly diplomatic, in
case you are the one, Bring it on!
e. Tere-Mere विचार (Creative Story Writing)
Have you and your friend ever completed each other’s sentences or
known what they were going to say before they even said it! Here’s a
chance to fuse your creative buds with a friend in this pair event. Create
a vichaaristic story you would be proud of!
f. Poetic विचार (Poem Writing)
If you think writing letters and essays is to mainstream; convey what
you wanna say through poems! Channel your inner Robert frost. Since
you have ‘miles to go before you sleep’ let’s utilise it making the world
more poetically beautiful!
g. Kavi Ka विचार (Poetry Recitation)
“The way to praise a poet is to say the poem they wrote.”
Bring back the classics and do complete justice to your favourite poets’
creation! People may not be eternal, but words sure are!
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